Bright-rimmed clouds (BRCs), illuminated and shaped by nearby OB stars, are potential sites of recent/ongoing star formation. Here we present an optical and infrared photometric study of three BRCs: BRC 5, BRC 7 and BRC 39 to obtain a census of the young stellar population, thereby inferring the star formation scenario, in these regions. In each BRC, the Class I sources are found to be located mostly near the bright rim or inside the cloud, whereas the Class II sources are preferentially outside, with younger sources closer to the rim. This provides strong support to sequential star formation triggered by radiation driven implosion due to the UV radiation. Moreover, each BRC contains a small group of young stars being revealed at its head, as the nextgeneration stars. In particular, the young stars at the heads of BRC 5 and BRC 7 are found to be intermediate/high mass stars, which, under proper conditions, may themselves trigger further star birth, thereby propagating star formation out to long distances.
INTRODUCTION
The immense stellar winds and UV radiation from massive stars present in a star-forming region have dramatic impact on the immediate vicinity. The propagating ionisation fronts can either curb star formation by dispersing surrounding gas, or on the contrary, may induce the next-generation star formation. Elmegreen & Lada (1977) proposed that the expanding ionisation front plays a constructive role in inciting a sequence of star formation activities in the neighbourhood.
Out of a number of processes which induce star formation at the periphery of an Hii region, the "collect & collapse" and "radiation driven implosion" (RDI) processes are frequently discussed in the literature. In the 'collect and collapse' scenario, the material accumulated by the expanding ionisation front and shock front of the Hii region becomes gravitationally unstable, so it fragments and collapses to form stars (Elmegreen & Lada 1977) . In the RDI scenario, a pre-existing dense clump is exposed to the ionising radiation from a massive star or stars, and the photoionisation induced shock compresses the head part of the clump to collapse, which consequently leads to formation of stars (e.g., Bertoldi 1989 , Lefloch & Lazareff 1995 . The aligned elongated distribution of young stellar objects (YSOs) in a small molecular cloud is considered as an observational signature of the RDI process (Ogura et al. 2002 , Lee et al. 2005 ).
Bright-rimmed clouds (BRCs) are small molecular clouds found near the edges of evolved Hii regions, with the bright rims facing the ionising stars. Their morphology and physical conditions match well with the theoretical models of RDI (e.g., Bertoldi 1989) , so BRCs are generally believed to be the sites of RDI. Many BRCs are indeed associated with HerbigHaro (HH) objects and Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) point sources indicative of recent star formation. Sugitani, Fukui & Ogura (1991) (hereafter SFO91) and Sugitani & Ogura (1994) compiled catalogues of 89 BRCs associated with IRAS point sources in the northern and southern hemispheres. Near infrared (NIR) imaging revealed elongated aggregates of YSOs around BRCs with bluer (presumably older) stars closer to the ionising source (Sugitani et al. 1995) . It is thus proposed that star formation propagates along the axis of the BRC as the ionisation/shock front advances further into the molecular cloud. aggregates, BRCs 11NE, 12, 14 and 37, and showed quantitatively that the YSOs inside or on the bright rims tend to have younger mean ages than those outside, as expected from the S 4 F hypothesis. Chauhan et al. (2009, hereafter referred as Paper II) extended the study to a few more BRCs and confirmed the general age gradients.
Recently, on the basis of observational characteristics of the BRCs, Morgan et al. (2009) found that not all of them are undergoing triggered star formation and refined the SFO91 catalogue by classifying BRCs into triggered or non-triggered samples. According to Morgan et al. (2009) , the triggered BRCs are expected to follow three observational criteria:
(1) presence of the ionised boundary layer (an indicator of strong interaction between the Hii region and molecular cloud) using 21 cm emission feature from NRAO/VLA Sky Survey (NVSS), (2) presence of Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) emission (which traces the photon-dominated regions), and (3) presence of submillimeter emission (which traces the dense cores inside the cloud).
The present work aims to identify and characterise the young stellar population associated with BRC 5, BRC 7 and BRC 39 in order (i) to study the spatial distributions of the YSOs on small scales, (ii) to examine the age gradients between the YSO samples inside/on and outside BRCs, and (iii) to study the global star formation in the regions. Section 2 describes the data sets used in the study. Section 3 presents a short description of each BRC studied in this work. Section 4 describes the methodology to identify and characterise the YSO population using near-to far-infrared photometry. Sections 5 describes the determination of various physical parameters of the YSOs based on the colour-magnitude diagrams and the fitting of the spectral energy distribution models. Section 6 describes star formation scenario in the studied BRCs. In section 7 we conclude with the main results of the present work.
Optical observations
VI c observations of BRCs 5, 7 and 39 were obtained using a 2048 × 2048 pixel CCD camera mounted at the f/13 Cassegrain focus of the 1.04-m Sampurnanand Telescope (ST) of the Aryabhatta Research Institute of observational sciencES (ARIES), Nainital, India. The details of the camera can be found in Pandey et al. (2008) , and Jose et al. (2012) . The CCD with a plate scale of 0 ′′ .37/pixel covers a field of ∼13×13 arcmin 2 in the sky. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the observations were carried out in a binning mode of 2 × 2 pixels.
During the observations the seeing was ∼ 2 ′′ . The SA98 field (Landolt 1992 The pre-processing of the data frames was done using the tasks available under the IRAF data reduction software package. The photometric measurements were performed using the DAOP HOT − II software package (Stetson 1987) . The point spread function was obtained for each frame using several uncontaminated stars. The instrumental magnitudes were converted to the standard values by using a least-square linear regression procedure (Stetson 1992) . The photometric calibration equations used to standardise BRCs 5 and 39 are given in P aperII whereas for BRC 7 are as follows:
where V and I c are the standard magnitudes; v and i are the instrumental magnitudes obtained after time and aperture corrections, and X is the airmass. We have ignored the second-order colour correction terms as they are generally small in comparison to other errors present in the photometric data reduction.
The standard deviations of the standardization residuals, ∆, between the standard and transformed magnitudes and colours of the standard stars, are found to be ∆V = 0.01 mag and ∆(V − I c ) = 0.01 mag. The photometric accuracies depend on the brightness of the stars, and the typical DAOPHOT errors in V and I c bands at V ∼ 18 magnitudes are smaller than 0.01 mag. Near the limiting magnitude of V ∼ 21, which is practically the same in all the images, the DAOPHOT errors increase to 0.05 and 0.02 mag in the V and I c bands, respectively.
Archival Data

Near-infrared data from 2MASS
NIR JHK s data for the stars in the BRC regions have been obtained from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) Point Source Catalog (PSC) (Cutri et al. 2003) . Only sources having uncertainty 0.1 mag (S/N 10) in all three bands were selected to ensure high quality data. The 2MASS JHK s data were transformed to the California Institute of Technology (CIT) system using the relations given in the 2MASS website 1 .
Mid-infrared data from Spitzer-IRAC
We have used the mid-infrared (MIR) data from the Spitzer archive, observed as a part products from version S18.14.0 of the Spitzer Science Center's IRAC pipeline were used to make the final mosaics. Both short (0.6 s) and long (12 s) integration CBCD frames in each channel were processed and mosaicked separately using MOPEX. All of the mosaics were built at the native instrument resolution of 1 ′′ .2/pixel.
We used MOPEX -APEX to detect the point sources and performed the aperture photometry on the mosaicked images in each IRAC band, as better point-response-function images were not available for Spitzer warm mission data. The detections were also examined visually in each band to remove non-stellar objects and false detections. In addition, we also included manually the point sources which were not detected by APEX. We supplied the list of those sources to the Apex-User list pipeline, and performed the aperture photometry, using an aperture radius of 2 ′′ .4 with the background estimated within a concentric sky annulus of the inner and outer radii of 2 ′′ .4 and 7 ′′ .2, respectively. The corresponding aperture corrections were applied as given in the IRAC data handbook V3.0 (Reach et al. 2006 and therefore affect the identification and classification of stars (Megeath et al. 2004 , Mercer et al. 2009 ). We rejected sources with a magnitude uncertainty > 0.2 and confusion flags (cc-flags in the catalogue) that include any of "D", "H", "O" or "P" in the W1, W2 or W3 bands.
Completeness of the data
To evaluate the completeness of the IRAC and WISE detections, we plot the histograms of the sources for all bands. The census completeness limits of WISE are estimated as 11.5, 11.5, 10.5 and 6.5 mag in the W1, W2, W3 and W4 bands, respectively. The completeness of the WISE sources is limited by the bright nebulosity and relatively low sensitivity at the 12 µm and 22 µm bands. However, the additional data obtained from the 2MASS/IRAC photometry helps to cover the fainter sources. The completeness limits for the IRAC data are 15.5 and 15.0 mag in 3.6 µm and 4.5 µm bands, respectively. However, the identification of the IRAC/2MASS YSOs (cf. Section 4) is limited by the completeness limit of the K s data, which is K s ∼ 14.5 mag. For BRC 5 and BRC 7, using the evolutionary models of Siess et al. (2000) for an age of 2 Myr and a distance of 2.1 kpc (see Section 3), the mass Section 3), we found a mass completeness limit of 0.1 M ⊙ . Fig. 1 shows the DSS2-R band (blue), 2MASS-K s (green) and IRAC-4.5 µm (red) colourcomposite images of BRCs 5, 7 and 39. A brief description of each of these BRCs is given below.
NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL BRC REGIONS
BRC 5: BRC 5 is located on the west rim of the Hii region IC 1805 (also known as Sh2−190). The bright rim points towards the massive stars of the cluster IC 1805 (or Melotte 15) located at the center of the Hii region. The distance and age estimates for the cluster vary from 1.9 to 2.4 kpc and 2 to 5 Myr, respectively (Johnson et al. 1961 , Becker 1963 , Joshi & Sagar 1983 , Sung & Lee 1995 . In the present work, we have adopted a distance of 2.1 kpc, which we have found for the neighbouring W5 East Hii region (Chauhan et al. 2011a (Massey et al. 1995) . BRC 5 is located at a projected distance ∼ 14.9 pc from these stars. BRC 5 shows signs of recent star formation as the slitless grism Hα survey of the region by Ogura et al. (2002) revealed many Hα emission stars in the region. Also, it harbours the luminous source IRAS 02252+6120, with a far-infrared luminosity ∼ 1100 L ⊙ (Sugitani et al. 2000; Lefloch, Lazareff & Castets 1997) , that powers the tiny jet-like HH object HH 586 (Ogura et al. 2002) . Water maser emission was detected by Xiang & Turner (1995) towards BRC 5, but was not detected later by Valdettaro et al. (2005) However, Valdettaro et al. (2005 Valdettaro et al. ( , 2008 reported non-detection of water maser emission towards BRC 7. Also, submillimeter observations (Morgan et al. 2008) of BRC 7 at 450 and 850 µm revealed a dense core at the head of the cloud, where the molecular gas density is 
IDENTIFICATION OF YSOS
Since these three BRCs are located at low Galactic latitudes, the stellar contents in these regions may be significantly contaminated by foreground/background stars. To study the star formation scenario, it is necessary to identify the young stellar population associated with each region. Here we used photometric criteria to select the YSO candidates. The procedure is described below. by Ogura et al. (2002) . In the case of BRC 39 we supplemented the list of Hα emission stars given by Nakano et al. (2012) . We searched for the additional Hα emission stars in the catalogue of Barentsen et al. (2011) but could not find. Since active dMe main-sequence (MS) stars in the field also exhibit Hα emission, some dMe stars can contaminate our young stellar sample. However, as the BRCs are small in sky area, the possibility of such contamination due to dMe stars is very small (see Ogura et al. 2002) . Also, at longer wavelengths dMe stars do not show excess emission, so can be readily distinguished from YSOs.
YSOs identified using slitless
YSOs also exhibit excess emission in NIR wavelengths due to their circumstellar dust. from Cohen et al. (1981) . We classified stars according to their location in the colour-colour diagram (for details see Paper II). Objects falling rightward of the middle reddening vector and above the intrinsic CTTSs locus are considered NIR excess stars and hence probable members of the BRC aggregates. In Fig. 2 , open triangles represent NIR excess stars and blue asterisk symbols represent Hα emission stars (Ogura et al. 2002) . In BRC 39, the large open circles represent Hα emission stars (Nakano et al. 2012) . The NIR excess sources and the Hα emission stars are included in the analyses of the present study.
YSOs identified using 2MASS/IRAC photometry
MIR observations by the Spitzer Space Telescope in comparison to NIR observations provide a deeper insight into the YSOs which are deeply embedded in the star-forming regions. Since the 5.8 µm and 8.0 µm data are not available for our targets, we used the K s , 3.6 µm, and 4.5 µm data to identify and classify the YSOs adopting the procedure given by Gutermuth et al. (2009) . To implement the YSO identification, we first generated the extinction map for the regions using the 2MASS data following the method proposed by Cambrésy et al. (2002) . In this method the region is divided into a number of cells and each adaptive cell contains a fixed number of stars. If n * is the number of stars per cell, each cell is defined by the closest n * stars to the cell center. In this way, the spatial resolution depends on the local stellar density, i.e., the spatial resolution is higher in a region of lower extinction. Hence, this method may underestimate the extinction towards the region where dense clumps or cloud fragments are present. The average spatial resolution over the whole map can be changed by adjusting n * . In our application, we have considered n * = 10 within a typical sky area of
We computed the colour excess
is the observed median colour in a cell, and (H − K s ) int is the intrinsic median colour estimated from the colours of supposedly unreddened stars. The use of median colour has the advantage of minimising the effect of foreground stars. To obtain the intrinsic median colour, we selected nearby field regions which were devoid of nebulosity or any 12 CO emission features. We calculated A Ks for each star using the relation A Ks = 1.82E. The colour Fig. 3 ). Although infrared wavelengths can penetrate dense medium to unravel the sources hidden in the dense dust layers, the background sources, especially PAH emitting galaxies and active galactic nuclei may also become visible in these wavelengths. To minimise these contaminants, we have selected objects having [3.6] < 14.5 mag, where the contamination from the extragalactic sources is expected to be less than 50% (Fazio et al. 2004 ). Class II sources in BRC 39.
YSOs identified using WISE data
In the absence of Spitzer longer wavelength data, we used the WISE data for further characterisation of the embedded YSOs. To weed out contaminants, we have exercised the approach developed by Koenig et al. (2012) which uses a series of colour and magnitude cuts to remove background galaxies or nebulosity blobs. Fig. 4 shows the colour-colour diagrams for the Class I and Class II sources identified based on the WISE data. We found 9 Class I and 11 Class II sources in BRC 5, 4 Class I and 20 Class II sources in BRC 7, and 6 Class I and 19
Class II sources in BRC 39. Out of these 20, 24 and 25 YSOs in BRC 5, BRC 7 and BRC 39, respectively, 10, 15 and 10 YSOs are already classified as IRAC and/or 2MASS YSOs.
The YSOs identified and classified based on the 2MASS, IRAC and WISE photometry as well as their magnitudes in different bands are tabulated in Table 2. A sample of Table 2 is given here, whereas the complete table is available in an electronic form. Table 3 . A sample of the Table 3 is given here and the complete table is available in an electronic form only. The ages range mostly from 0.1 to a few Myr.
It is worthwhile to note that estimation of the ages of PMS stars using theoretical isochrones is prone to random errors in observations and systematic errors due to different evolutionary tracks adopted (see e.g. Hillenbrand 2005 ). The effect of random errors in the determination of age and mass was estimated by propagating the random errors assuming a normal error distribution and using the Monte-Carlo simulations. Use of different PMS evolutionary models yields different ages (e.g. Sung et al. 2000) and introduces a systematic shift in age and mass determination. Here we used only the model by Siess et al. (2000) to derive the masses and the relative ages of the YSOs to avoid systematic errors. Binarity may be another source of error in age determination. An unresolved binary appears as having a higher luminosity, which consequently yields a lower age estimate on the basis of CMD. In the case of an equal-mass PMS binary we expect an error of ∼ 50%-60% in age estimation.
It is, however, difficult to quantify the influence of binaries on the age estimation as the fraction of binaries is not known.
Stellar variability arising from accretion, stellar surface activity, or circumstellar obscuration, may be another source of error in age determination of a YSO (Herbst et al. 1994 (Herbst et al. , 1999 . Moreover, the presence of a circumstellar disk can affect its position in the CMD, leading to a wrong age (Prisinzano et al. 2011 ). Ages and masses derived from the PMS 
Evolutionary Status from the SED Fitting models
To ascertain the young nature of the YSOs identified by the photometric observations, we modeled their spectral energy distributions (SEDs) using the fitting tools of Robitaille et al. (2006 Robitaille et al. ( , 2007 . The models are computed using a Monte-Carlo-based radiation transfer code (Whitney et al. 2003a (Whitney et al. , 2003b , and use combinations of the parameters of the central star, accreting disk, infalling envelope and bipolar cavity. In the present work, to constrain the physical properties of the YSOs, we fit the SEDs of only those sources for which we have fluxes at 12 µm or longer wavelengths. We looked for the counterparts of the identified YSOs in the 2MASS PSC, the WISE catalogue and optical (V I c ) data. For the YSOs which do not have V I c photometry, we resorted to the counterparts in the 3π-survey catalogue of Pan-STARRS1 (Kaiser et al. 2010 ) and used the g-, r-, i-, z-bands measurements for the SED fitting.
The SED-fitting tool deals with a single source, so if the input fluxes come from multiple sources in a beam, incorrect stellar age and mass are derived (Robitaille 2008) . Since IRAC has a higher spatial resolution than WISE, we preferred the IRAC 3.6 µm and 4.5 µm fluxes wherever available. The SED-fitting tool fits each of the models to the data, allowing the distance and interstellar extinction to be free parameters. In the case of BRCs 5 and 7, we have assumed the distance range from 1.9 to 2.4 kpc and in the case of BRC 39 from 0.75 to 0.87 kpc. Since we do not have spectral type information on our identified YSOs, in order to estimate their visual extinction (A V ) values, we traced the position of YSOs along the reddening vector to the intrinsic late MS locus or its extension in the NIR colour-colour diagram. Considering the uncertainties that might have come into the estimates, we used the estimated A V along with an uncertainty (∆A V ) of ± 2.5 mag as an input in the SED-fitting.
Class I sources for which NIR data is not available, we allowed A V up to 25 mag. We further set 10% to 30% error in the flux estimates to allow for possible uncertainties in calibration and intrinsic object variability. In a few Class I sources located near the head of BRCs 5, 7 and 39, we have also used the 450 and 850 µm fluxes from Morgan et al. (2008) for the SED fitting. Figure 6 shows examples of the SEDs and the resulting models for Class I and Class II sources. We obtained physical parameters for all the sources adopting an approach similar to that of Robitaille et al. (2007) by considering those models that satisfy
where χ 2 min is the goodness-of-fit parameter for the best-fit model and N data is the number of input observational data points. The parameters are obtained from the mean and the standard deviation of these models, weighted by e (−χ 2 /2) of each model (see Samal et al. 2012) . Table 4 lists the Id, χ 2 min , stellar mass (M ⋆ ), photospheric temperature (T ⋆ ), stellar age (t ⋆ ), mass of the disk (M disk ), disk accretion rate (Ṁ disk ), foreground visual absorption (A V ) for the best fit, and the number of data points (N data ).
The SED fitting reveals that the Class I sources located near the head of BRCs 5 and 7 have relatively higher masses. In the case of BRC5−114, the SED fitting of the fluxes from 3.4 to 850 µm suggests a relatively massive star (∼ 11 M ⊙ ). The Class I source BRC7−74 has no 2MASS J/H counterparts but coincides with the submillimeter core reported by Morgan et al. (2008) . The SED fitting from 2.1 to 850 µm yields a mass ∼ 6 M ⊙ . 2.89 1.1 ± 1.2 4.1 ± 2.1 0.11 ± 0.52 0.021 ± 0.035 365.24 ± 327.78 12.5 ± 4.0 5 BRC 39 5 11.12 0.5 ± 0.2 3.8 ± 0.2 6.17 ± 0.60 0.000 ± 0.001 2.04 ± 2.04 3.8 ± 0.1 10 17 2.00 0.3 ± 0.1 3.5 ± 0.1 5.32 ± 1.69 0.001 ± 0.001 0.09 ± 0.08 1.4 ± 0.3 8 22
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19.15 0.1 ± 0.0 3.1 ± 0.1 0.27 ± 0.13 0.006 ± 0.001 4.62 ± 4.62 3.8 ± 0.8 9 40
8.77 1.0 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 1.5 0.70 ± 1.71 0.036 ± 0.028 72.26 ± 71.57 2.9 ± 1.1 9 41 15.88 1.9 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 0.1 0.003 ± 0.001 0.052 ± 0.004 641.16 ± 640.94 7.3 ± 0.2 9 42 1.83 2.3 ± 0.5 9.2 ± 1.7 6.38 ± 1.81 0.010 ± 0.016 2.02 ± 2.01 3.5 ± 0.5 9 The millimeter continuum traces emission from a dense dust core, which may eventually form a star or a stellar system. In Fig. 7a , we notice that the 1.1 mm emission encloses the Class I sources at the head of BRC 5 and BRC 7. Slightly to the south-west of BRC 5, there is a filamentary distribution of a few red (mainly Class I) sources enclosed by the 1.1 mm emission contours. In the case of BRC 39, the position of the 1.1 mm core coincides with the BRC 39 SMM1 (marked in Fig. 1c ).
The spatial distribution of the YSOs in the three BRC regions studied here (see Fig. 7) reveals that the Class II sources are located mostly outside the bright rims, while the Class I sources are generally located within the bright rims. In case of BRC 7, we can see an aligned distribution of YSOs (see Fig. 7b ) towards the direction of ionising sources of the region.
Similarly, the spatial distribution of YSOs towards BRC 39 (shown in Figure 7c ) also indicates an increased number near the head of the globule. Additionally, we also notice the intricate structures with a few globules smaller in size than BRC in the region. A few of these globules are marked in Figure 7c . These small globules are pointing towards the massive stars of Tr 37 and generally contain stars at their tips, whose IRAC/WISE colours suggest Class I/Class II nature. These are morphologically similar to the elephant trunk-like structures (ETLSs) found in the Hii region W5 E (Chauhan et al. 2011b ).
Small-Scale Sequential Star Formation (S 4 F)
In Paper I and Paper II, we have quantitatively verified the S 4 F hypothesis by using BVI c photometry of a few BRCs. In the present study we follow the same approach by classifying the YSO population (see Section 4) associated with a BRC into two groups: those lying on/inside versus outside of a rim. The mean ages calculated for the two groups (from Table 3 ), given in Table Although the gradient of the mean age is clear in each BRC, the scatter of age is large.
The projection effect may cause such a scatter, e.g., relatively older stars located in the outer layers of a cloud may be projected inside or on the rim. The present data does not allow us to correct for the effect, but given equal probability of projection, it should not affect our conclusion. Alternative possibilities for the scatter include errors in photometry or in extinction correction, stellar variability, binarity, and proper motions of stars etc. As discussed in Paper I, photometric errors, variability and extinction correction do not seem to be the main reason for the scatter, but proper motion could be a probable reason for the scatter in the mean ages.
In Table 6 , we have tabulated various information regarding the BRCs studied in the present work, from our earlier work, and from Getman et al. (2012) . Table 6 includes the projected distances of the BRCs from the corresponding ionising star(s), the possible ages of the ionising star clusters, the relative sizes of the BRCs and the ages of in-cloud as well as off-cloud YSOs. The distances from the ionising sources and the relative sizes of the BRCs are taken from SFO91. For BRC 36, we have adopted the in-cloud and off-cloud YSO ages from Getman et al. (2012) whereas for the rest of the BRCs, the mean ages are taken from our earlier (P aperI, P aperII and Chauhan et al. 2011a ) and present works. In every case the mean age of the YSOs in the vicinity of a BRC appears to be younger than the of the cluster containing ionising star(s), supporting the occurrence of the triggering processes in the region. 6.3 Possible sources of UV radiation
BRCs 5 and 7 both host small clusters/aggregates of YSOs. The clustering in BRC 7 is prominent, visible in 2MASS K s as well as in IRAC and WISE images. Its formation may be the result of the implosion of the original cloud which has now receded slowly due to the photoevaporation of the molecular material. The slightly elongated morphology of the cluster further strengthens the preposition.
We examined the elongation of the cluster and the distribution of NIR excess sources and of Class I/II sources obtained from the IRAC/WISE photometry as well as the symmetry axis of the cloud. In the case of BRC 7 the direction from the mean position of the three most massive stars in IC 1805 to the IRAS source (as marked in Fig. 7b ) is nearly parallel to the elongation direction of the BRC, suggesting that the cloud has been strongly affected by the UV radiation from the luminous stars. However, the distribution of the Class II sources has a slightly different elongation direction from that to the massive stars. Instead, the elongated distribution points to an O6 V star (BD +60 497). This suggests that initially the influence of BD +60 497 may have been dominant in forming and shaping the cluster and the present main exciting stars may have been born later than BD +60 497. Also the presence of millimeter cores and 21-cm continuum emission to the west of the cloud (see Fig. 1b ) indicates much exposure to the UV radiation on the western side. The morphology of the tip of the rim also supports the idea.
Since BRC 5 is also located in the same Hii region and its evolution must have been subjected to the same ionising stars, we also examined the possible role of BD +60 497 on the evolution of the cloud. Lefloch, Lazareff & Castet (1997) , using molecular line and the general symmetry of the cloud. They suggested that the cloud acquired its shape in a previous episode of photoevaporation by now bygone stars and that it is presently undergoing recompression due to the radiation from the three most massive stars of the cluster located towards the south direction. BD +60 497 is nearly aligned with the apex of BRC 5, so appears to be the most likely source responsible for the current morphology of BRC 5. However, an O9.5 V star adjacent to the BRC (shown with small diamond symbol in Fig. 7a ) may also have some influence.
In the case of BRC 39, the DSS2-R band image shows that neither the symmetry axis of the BRC, nor the curvature of the rim points towards the most massive star HD 206267 (see Figure 7c ). To explore the possibility of alternative ionising star(s) which may influence the geometry and evolution of the cloud, we searched for other massive stars (earlier than B2)
in the region using the SIMBAD database. We found HD 206773, a B0 V star and a member of Tr 37, to be the closest massive star to BRC 39 and somewhat aligned with the apex of the cloud. The projected distance of the apex of the BRC from HD 206773 is nearly half of that from HD 206267, but the contribution of the UV flux from HD 206773 is only 21%
(neglecting the projection effect) of that from HD 206267.
Indication of Global Triggered Star Formation
BRCs are considered to be remnants from the dense parts (cores/clumps) of an inhomogeneous giant molecular cloud. If the original molecular cloud was big enough, it may have caused a series of triggered star formation events, leaving OB association/stellar aggregates of different generation. The spatial distribution and ages of such aggregates could be used to probe the star formation history of the giant molecular cloud. In the present section, we discuss the global star formation in the Hii regions associated with the studied BRCs. Oey et al. (2005) studied the hierarchical triggering by the superbubble in the W3/W4 region. The cluster IC 1805 (age ∼ 2-5 Myr) is located near the center of W4, and the nearby cluster IC 1795 in W3 has a similar age of ∼ 3-5 Myr, while the embedded populations in W3-North, W3-Main and W3-OH are younger (∼ 10 5 -10 6 yr). On the other hand the age of the shell structure of the superbubble is estimated to be ∼ 6-10 Myr (Dennison et al. 2007) .
So the shell structure should have been formed by the oldest generation of stars in the W4 region. We suspect that those stars consequently gave birth to IC 1795 and IC 1805. Then 
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of optical and IR observations to characterise the young stellar aggregates of BRC 5, BRC 7, and BRC 39, we confirm the significant role played by massive stars on the star formation activity in neighboring clouds. In each bright-rimmed cloud studied here, there is a spatial orientation between the molecular cloud with an ionised rim and one or a group of massive stars. Moreover, the mean ages of the YSOs inside/on the rim are found to be younger than that of the stars outside, confirming the scenario of S 4 F. Our study provides further manifestation of massive stars triggering birth of next-generation star aggregates/groups. In BRC 7, we found a group of Class II sources in front of the rim, which may be the semi-final product of the implosion of a fragment of the originally massive cloud, indicating self-propagating star formation.
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